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ABSTRACT
The present paper compares the performance of acoustical and structural secondary sources for
active noise control in an aircraft cabin. In order to predict the performance of such systems and
to optimise the actual co&iguration in terms of number and location of actuators and sensors, a
methodology combining in-flight data with vibro-acoustic system data into an optimisation
procedure was developed and applied to the case of a Fokker F70/100.
The primary field data were measured during flight at 36 locations, corresponding with the
head positions in the aft cabin part. In an extensive ground test, the FRF matrix between all
feasible second source locations and the target acoustic responses was determined.
In total 50 acoustical and 144 structural secondary source locations were identified.
Given the large complexity of mounting the exciting shakers at all locations, a reciprocal test
procedure was adopted.
The optimisation was then performed for a maximum number of 45 actuators at three engine
tones. A first optimisation was based on acoustic sources, a second one on structural sources. The
cabin noise levels are optimised at 36 control sensors.
Different optimisation methods (forward build and spatial fit) were evaluated.
INTRODUCTION
Interior noise reduction in aircraft is a topic on which a considerable research effort is spent.
Active noise control is one of the main topics addressed to this purpose. In the previous years, an
extensive evaluation was made of the possibilities of pure acoustical control configurations using
loudspeakers. For tonal noise (e.g. from blade-passage hanmonics in propeller aircraft or rotor
harmonics in turbofan aircraft), commercial systems have been developed and are being used
industrially. Recent research has been directed to apply structural secondary sources in order to
obtain a so-called “Structural Acoustics Control”. This topic is also addressed in the Brite
Aeronautics project “ASANCA 2”.
In order to predict the performance of such systems and to optimise the actual configuration in
terms of number and location of actuators and sensors, a methodology combining in-flight data
with vibro-acoustic system data into an optimisation procedure was developed and applied to the
case of tonal noise reduction in a Fokker WO/lOO aircraft.

